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Abstract—It was shown previously that, as differentiated from canonical proteases, abzymes against myelin basic protein
(MBP) from blood of patients with multiple sclerosis and systemic lupus erythematosus effectively cleaved only MBP, while
antibodies (ABs) against integrase (IN) from blood of HIV-infected patients specifically hydrolyzed only IN. In this work,
all sites of effective hydrolysis by anti-IN antibodies (IgG and IgM) of 25-mer oligopeptide (OP25) corresponding to MBP
were identified using reversed-phase and thin-layer chromatographies and MALDI mass spectrometry. It was found that
amino acid sequences of OP25 and other oligopeptides hydrolyzed by anti-MBP abzymes were partially homologous to
some fragments of the full sequence of IN. Sequences of IN oligopeptides cleavable by anti-IN abzymes were homologous
to some fragments of MBP, but anti-MBP abzymes could not effectively hydrolyze OPs corresponding to IN. The common
features of the cleavage sites of OP25 and other oligopeptides hydrolyzed by anti-MBP and anti-IN abzymes were revealed.
The literature data on hydrolysis of specific and nonspecific proteins and oligopeptides by abzymes against different protein
antigens were analyzed. Overall, the literature data suggest that short OPs, including OP25, mainly interact with light chains
of polyclonal ABs, which had lower affinity and specificity to the substrate than intact ABs. However, it seems that anti-IN
ABs are the only one example of abzymes capable of hydrolyzing various oligopeptides with high efficiency (within some
hours but not days). Possible reasons for the efficient hydrolysis of foreign oligopeptides by anti-IN abzymes from HIVinfected patients are discussed.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297915020054
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Artificial catalytically active antibodies, or abzymes,
against transition states of different chemical reactions
have been described in the literature in recent years [1].
Natural abzymes hydrolyzing DNA, RNA, polysacchaAbbreviations: AB, antibody; FM, final reaction mixture; HIV,
human immunodeficiency virus; HSA, human serum albumin;
IAS, immunogenic amino acid sequence; IgGmix and IgMmix,
mixtures of individual antibodies from blood of HIV-infected
patients; IN, HIV integrase; MBP, myelin basic protein; MCA,
4-methylcoumaryl-7-amine; MS, multiple sclerosis; OP,
oligopeptide; RPC, reverse-phase chromatography; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; X, fluorescent residue 6-O-(carboxymethyl)fluorescein ethyl ester.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

rides, oligopeptides (OPs), and proteins from blood of
patients with different autoimmune diseases (systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE), Hashimoto’s thyroiditis,
polyarthritis, multiple sclerosis (MS), asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, etc.) and some viral infections are accompanied by disorders in immune status (hepatitis, HIVinfection, tick-borne encephalitis) [2-6]. In healthy
donors and patients with many other diseases accompanied by poorly pronounced autoimmune reactions,
abzymes are not produced, the generated antibodies
(ABs) have low catalytic activities, and such ABs cannot
be reliably detected by current methods [2-6]. In addition
to classic functions of ABs, abzymes can play both positive and negative roles inducing specific processes and
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clinical manifestations under various autoimmune conditions, including HIV-infection [2-6].
HIV-1 is an etiological agent of a very dangerous
human disease – acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS) [7]. The cycle of HIV-1 replication includes a
reverse transcription of viral RNA with subsequent integration of the generated DNA into the host’s genome [8].
The reverse transcription is catalyzed by retroviral RNAdependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase (RT))
[9, 10]. Replication of retroviruses depends on the efficiency of integration of the retroviral genome doublestranded DNA into the nuclear genome of the host’s cell
[8]. The integration stage is catalyzed by the viral enzyme
integrase (IN) [11]. Both IN and RT are important “targets” for suppression of the development of HIV.
Blood of HIV-infected patients contains ABs to
many viral proteins including RT and IN as well as to
human proteins [5, 12, 13]. The first report of the presence
of DNA-hydrolyzing ABs in blood of HIV-infected
patients lacked proof by testing the known strict parameters of the activity belonging directly to immunoglobulins
[14]. Later a study revealed in detail that the DNase activity was indeed an intrinsic feature of antibodies of HIVinfected patients [15]. It was shown recently that IgG and
IgM preparations from blood of HIV-infected patients
upon affinity chromatography on sorbents containing
immobilized RT, IN, HSA, and casein could hydrolyze
only the corresponding substrate but not other proteins
[16-20]. Long-term incubation of IN with IgG- or IgMabzymes possessing high proteolytic activity leads to generation of many peptides with different lengths including
short OPs [19]. Forty cleavage sites in IN by abzymes from
HIV-infected patients detected by MALDI mass spectrometry are localized mainly in seven known immunodominant sequences of IN [19]. Two 20-mer OPs corresponding to immunogenic sequences of IN contained 910 clustered major, moderate, and minor cleavage sites
[19, 20]. In the combined pool of IgG and IgM from blood
of HIV-infected patients, only specific anti-IN ABs could
hydrolyze intact globular molecules of the viral integrase.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic autoimmune
demyelinating disease of the central nervous system leading to various nervous and mental disorders [21]. Its etiology is still unclear, and the adopted theory of its pathogenesis considers inflammation associated with autoimmune reactions to be mainly responsible for the destruction of myelin [21]. Recent studies revealed that the
pathogenesis of MS is significantly contributed to by Bcells and auto-ABs against autoantigens of myelin,
including myelin basic protein (MBP) [21-23]. Recently
the MBP-hydrolyzing activity was shown to be the intrinsic property of IgG, IgM, and IgA preparations from
blood of patients with MS [24-26], and specific sites of
cleavage of MBP by abzymes were determined [27].
The polyetiologic and polysyndrome character of an
autoimmune diffuse disease, SLE, leads to different bioBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015
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chemical, immunological, and clinical manifestations
[28]. Note that there is a similarity in the development of
medical, biochemical, and immunological manifestations of SLE and MS. Thus, neurological and mental disorders, which lead to the negative prognosis, develop in
50% of patients with SLE [21]. It seems that SLE affects
the central nervous system and the brain stronger than
any other systemic inflammatory disease and causes mental disorders [21]. Production of various auto-ABs can be
associated with impaired functioning of apoptotic cells.
The AB-mediated destruction of nervous cells and
rheological disorders suggest two fundamental mechanisms of tissue damage [21]. The interaction between
these processes, main hereditary factors, their modification by hormones, as well as complications by many secondary factors can explain a broad spectrum of features in
the development of MS and SLE. Some common manifestations specific for both SLE and MS have been
revealed, e.g. appearance of patches in the brain [21].
Recently, it was shown that titers of ABs against
MBP were 4.2-fold higher in patients with SLE than in
healthy donors, but 2.1-fold lower than in patients with
MS [4]. However, catalytic activities of abzymes of blood
of patients with SLE and MS were similar. IgG and/or
IgM in SLE and MS effectively hydrolyzed DNA, RNA,
and polysaccharides [1-4] as well as MBP [24-27].
Electrophoretically and immunologically homogenous
preparations of IgG from blood of patients with SLE and
MS upon affinity chromatography on Sepharose with
immobilized MBP (MBP-Sepharose) specifically
hydrolyzed only MBP, but not other tested proteins [29].
Anti-MBP abzymes of blood from patients with SLE and
MS hydrolyzed MBP by the same sites [27, 30-34]. AntiMBP abzymes in SLE and MS can attack MBP of the
myelin-proteolipid envelope of axons. A standard drug
used in MS, Copaxone, is a specific inhibitor of the
MBP-hydrolyzing
activity
of
abzymes
[27].
Consequently, MBP-hydrolyzing abzymes can play an
important negative role in pathogenesis of MS and SLE.
Earlier, anti-IN abzymes of HIV-infected patients
were shown to hydrolyze effectively a 21-mer oligopeptide corresponding to one of four immunogenic
sequences of MBP [33]. But it was unclear whether it was
an occasional phenomenon, a specific feature of ABs
against IN, or a consequence of a partial homology of
amino acid sequences of these proteins, and whether the
partial homology was sufficient for the effective hydrolysis of oligopeptides by anti-IN abzymes of HIV-infected
patients. To answer this question, in the present work
hydrolysis of the 25-mer oligopeptide (OP25) of MBP
(corresponding to another immunogenic sequence of
MBP) by anti-IN abzymes from blood of HIV-infected
patients was analyzed. The analysis was conducted using
MALDI mass spectrometry and reverse-phase (RP),
thin-layer (TL), and affinity chromatographies.
Moreover, the homology of the amino acid sequences of
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HIV integrase and MBP was analyzed, and data on
hydrolysis of human intact globular MBP and HIV IN as
well as on hydrolysis of their oligopeptides by anti-MBP
and anti-IN abzymes were compared.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, donors, and patients. All reagents were
from Sigma (USA) or Pharmacia (Sweden). Homogenous integrase HIV-1 was prepared as described previously [35]. IN-Sepharose was prepared using BrCNSepharose according to the standard protocol of the producer.
Preparations from blood of 10 healthy donors and of
24 HIV-infected patients (18-40-year-old men and
women) including 16 patients in the pre-AIDS stage and
eight patients in the generalized lymphadenopathy stage,
diagnosed according to classification of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (USA, http://www.cdc.
gov/hiv/), were used in this study. The specific INhydrolyzing activity of all the AB preparations was tested
according to [17, 18]. In the present work, some earlier
described preparations of catalytically active IgG and
IgM from HIV-infected patients were used to study
hydrolysis of MBP and its peptides. Protocols of taking
blood samples were in accordance with recommendations
of the Regional Committee on Human Ethics of
Novosibirsk State Medical University in correspondence
with recommendations of the Helsinki Committee on
ethics.
Purification of antibodies. Electrophoretically
homogenous preparations of IgG and IgM were obtained
from blood of healthy donors and HIV-infected donors
using affinity chromatography of blood plasma proteins
on protein A-Sepharose and subsequent highly effective
gel filtration on a column with Superdex 200 HR 10/30
(GE Healthcare, USA) as described in [17, 18].
To prepare blood plasma, blood samples (5 ml) were
supplemented with 4% sodium citrate (1/4 of the blood
sample volume) and the cells were removed by centrifugation. Blood plasma was applied onto a column with protein A-Sepharose (5 ml) equilibrated with TBS buffer
(0.15 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)). Then the column was washed with the same buffer to zero optical density of the eluate. Nonspecifically adsorbed proteins were
eluted with the same buffer supplemented with 1% Triton
X-100 and 0.5 M NaCl. Then the column was washed with
TBS, and the ABs (total fraction of IgG + IgA + IgM)
were eluted with 50 mM glycine-HCl buffer (pH 2.6). The
total fraction of ABs was collected into a cooled tube that
contained 50 µl of 0.5 M Tris-HCl (pH 9.0) and then the
solution was adjusted to neutral pH value and dialyzed
against 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 0.1 M NaCl.
IgM was separated from IgA and IgG by high-performance gel filtration of the total AB fraction on a col-

umn with Superdex 200 HR 10/30 equilibrated with
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer supplemented with
0.3 M NaCl according to [17, 18]. Then the proteolytic
activities of the IgG and IgM preparations were tested.
The specific hydrolysis of IN only by abzymes from blood
of HIV-infected patients used in this work was analyzed
as described earlier [17, 18].
For analyzing averaged characteristics of proteolytic
polyclonal ABs, an equimolar mixture was prepared of
electrophoretically homogenous IgG (IgGmix) and IgM
(IgMmix) with different but a relatively high activity from
blood of seven HIV-infected patients. Preparations of
individual IgG and IgM used for preparing IgGmix and
IgMmix were described earlier [33], and some of their
characteristics are presented below. In the control experiments, a mixture of equal quantities of IgG (hd-IgGmix)
and IgM (hd-IgMmix) preparations from blood of seven
healthy donors was used.
The IgGmix and IgMmix preparations from HIVinfected patients were subjected to affinity chromatography on a column with IN-Sepharose (1 ml) equilibrated
with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer containing 0.1 M
NaCl as described earlier [33]. After application, the column was washed with the same buffer to the zero optical
density of the eluant. IgG or IgM were eluted initially
with a NaCl concentration gradient (0.2-2.0 M) and then
with 3 M NaCl (ABsalt), and, finally, with 40 mM glycineHCl buffer (pH 2.6) (ABacid). All AB fractions were dialyzed against 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) buffer and then
concentrated. After every stage of the purification, the
protein concentration was measured by the Bradford
method with BSA used for the calibration.
Testing proteolytic activity of the ABs. The reaction
mixture (10-20 µl) for analyzing hydrolysis of oligopeptides contained 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl,
0.5-2.0 mM OP, and 0.01-0.03 mg/ml IgGmix or IgMmix
separated on IN-Sepharose (or 0.2 mg/ml hd-IgGmix or
hd-IgMmix). The mixtures were incubated for 1-24 h at
37°C. As substrate, we used a nonspecific X-OP25 (XAQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSPMARR) corresponding to one of the immunogenic sequences of human
MBP that was found to include a number of specific
cleavage sites of this protein by IgG-abzymes [27, 29, 3134]. On the N-terminus of this OP, there was a fluorescent
residue 6-O-(carboxymethyl)fluorescein ethyl ester (X).
Oligopeptides, corresponding to two immunogenic
sequences of HIV IN (in-OP1 and in-OP2) that contained a number of specific cleavage sites by IN-abzymes
from HIV-infected patients, were used as a control [19,
20].
Products of hydrolysis of X-OP25 (0.5-2 µl of the
reaction mixture) were analyzed by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) on plates with Kieselgel 60 F254 using
an acetic acid–n-butanol–H2O solvent system (1 : 4 : 5
v/v). Then the plates were dried and photographed. The
relative intensity of fluorescence spots after TLC was
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015
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compared with that of control oligopeptides incubated
without ABs. The intensity of X-OP25 cleavage was
assessed by a decrease (in %) of the initial X-OP25 fluorescence and accumulation of new fluorescent products.
The total fluorescence intensity of non-hydrolyzed OP
and of all cleavage products was taken as 100%.
In some experiments, products of X-OP25 specific
cleavage were initially separated by reversed-phase chromatography (RPC) on a column (4.6 × 250 mm) with
Nucleosil C-18 sorbent using 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid
and acetonitrile gradient (0-80%). The relative quantity
of the cleavage products was calculated based on their fluorescence. The fluorescence was excited at 320 nm, and
emission was determined at 490 nm. Fractions of different peaks were collected, evaporated to minimal volume,
and the hydrolysis products were analyzed by TLC (see
above) and MALDI mass spectrometry (see below).
Analysis of AB-dependent hydrolysis of oligopeptides
by MALDI mass spectrometry. In all cases, products of XOP25 hydrolysis were analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass
spectrometry with a Reflex III system (Bruker, Germany)
equipped by a nitrogen laser (337 nm) (VSL-337 ND;
Laser Science, USA) with impulse duration of 3 ns. A
saturated solution of cyano-4-hydrocinnamic acid in
mixture of 0.1% acetonitrile and trifluoroacetic acid (1 : 2
v/v) was used as a matrix. To 1 µl of reaction mixture containing hydrolyzed OP before or after the separation of
hydrolysis products by RPC or TLC, 1 µl of 0.2% trifluoroacetic acid and 1 µl of the matrix were added, then 1 µl
of the final mixture was applied onto a target for MALDI
mass spectrometry and the target was dried in air. The
MALDI spectra were calibrated using protein and
oligopeptide standard kits (I and II; Bruker Daltonics,
Germany) as internal and external standards.
Analysis of proteolytic activity type of the abzymes. In
accordance with [17, 18], for analyzing the proteolytic
activity of IgGmix and IgMmix, preparations of these ABs
(0.5 mg/ml) were preincubated for 30 min at 25°C with
one of the specific inhibitors of classical proteases:
iodoacetamide (4 mM), pepstatin A (50 µM), AEBSF
(0.15 mM), or EDTA (50 mM). Then aliquots (2 µl) of
these mixtures were added into the standard reaction
mixture (20 µl) that contained 0.3 mg/ml IN, 50 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), and 30 mM NaCl as described in [17,
18]. Then the reaction products were analyzed by SDSPAGE in 12% polyacrylamide gel. The efficiencies of
MBP hydrolysis were assessed from diminution of the
protein substrate in the initial band of IN as compared to
the control (incubation of IN without ABs) using the
Gel-Pro Analyzer computer program, version 3.1. Then
the decrease in the activity of ABs incubated with the
above-mentioned specific inhibitors was calculated (in
%) for comparison with ABs incubated without them.
Analysis of homology. The homology (% of identical
amino acid residues) in the sequences of oligopeptides,
MBP, and HIV integrase was assessed using the lalign proBIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015
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gram (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/LALIGN_form.
html). This program revealed in the analyzed sequences
not only identical amino acid residues, but also residues
with similar physicochemical features. Amino acid
residues, identical and similar in features, were searched
for based on an algorithm described in work [36].
Statistical analysis. The results are presented as
mean values ± mean deviation of at least three independent measurements. The error of the presented values was
no more than 7-12%.

RESULTS
Characteristics of abzymes. Electrophoretically
homogenous preparations of IgG and IgM were obtained
from blood of healthy donors and HIV-infected patients
by sequential affinity chromatography of blood plasma
proteins on protein A-Sepharose as described in [17, 18].
IgM was separated from IgA and IgG by high performance gel filtration of the total AB fraction as described in
[17, 18]. Then the proteolytic activities of the IgG and
IgM preparations were tested. The specific hydrolysis of
IN only by abzymes from blood of HIV-infected patients
that were used in the present work was described earlier
[33].
In the present work, averaged characteristics of the
antibodies were analyzed using the same mixtures of
equal quantities of homogenous preparations of IgG
(IgGmix) and IgM (IgMmix) from the blood of seven HIVinfected patients and also of seven healthy donors (hdIgGmix and hd-IgMmix) that were described in [33]. Then
IgGmix and IgMmix possessing affinity for IN were separated by affinity chromatography on Sepharose with immobilized IN as described in [33]. For subsequent studies, we
used IgGmix and IgMmix fractions eluted from INSepharose with 3 M NaCl (ABsalt) and acidic buffer with
pH 2.6 (ABacid). To exclude the possible presence of traces
of canonic proteases, purified preparations of IgGmix and
IgMmix eluted with NaCl solution and acidic buffer were
separated by SDS-PAGE under non-reducing and reducing conditions. Then the proteolytic activity was evaluated in fractions corresponding to extracts of small pieces of
the gel (2-3 mm) as done in works [17-20]. Under the
non-reducing conditions, the IN-hydrolyzing activity
was detected only in the gel zones that corresponded to
positions of intact IgGmix (150 kDa), and under the
reducing conditions such activity was detected only in the
zone of isolated light chains of IgGmix and IgMmix (intact
IgM with molecular weight of 970 kDa did not enter the
gel). Thus, these data (together with the absence of activity in the hd-IgGmix and hd-IgMmix preparations from
healthy donors) directly proved that neither one of the
IgGmix and IgMmix preparations from blood of HIVinfected patients purified on IN-Sepharose contained
admixtures of canonic proteases. Moreover, it was shown
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Fig. 1. RPC profile of products of the X-OP25 extensive hydrolysis (24 h) by anti-IN abzymes of the IgG(acid)mix fraction (a) and analysis of
the X-OP25 hydrolysis products corresponding to RPC peaks (a) by TLC (b) and mass spectrometry (c-e). b) Numbers of lanes in TLC plate
correspond to numbers of RPC peaks (a). Lanes: FM) final reaction mixture; K1, K2) X-OP25 incubated in the absence of ABs and before
incubation, respectively; K3) X-OP25 incubated with IgG from healthy donors; K4) free fluorescent label X. c-e) MALDI spectra of: c) initial X-OP25 (m/z = 3082.0); d) products of peak 1 (a); e) final reaction mixture before its separation into fractions.
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similarly to data of works [17-20, 33] that, as discriminated from canonic proteases, IgGmix and IgMmix preparations purified on IN-Sepharose could specifically
hydrolyze only globular integrase, but not other globular
proteins studied – bovine serum albumin, lactoferrin,
and casein of human milk, egg lysozyme, p66 reverse
transcriptase of HIV-1, and MBP.
AB-dependent hydrolysis of oligopeptides. It was
shown earlier that IgGmix and IgMmix from blood of HIVinfected patients hydrolyzed intact IN, its 20-mer OPs,
short nonspecific tri- and tetrapeptides, and 21-mer OP
(X-OP21) that corresponded to MBP [17-20, 33, 34].
Initially, it was shown that anti-IN ABs hydrolyzed XOP25 corresponding to human MBP, whereas ABs from
healthy donors did not cleave this OP (Fig. 1b, lane K3).
To analyze the X-OP25 hydrolysis by anti-IN abzymes in
detail, IgG(salt)mix, IgM(salt)mix, IgG(acid)mix, and IgM(acid)mix
eluted from IN-Sepharose, respectively, with 3 M NaCl
and acidic buffer were used.
MALDI mass spectrometry analysis of X-OP25
hydrolysis. Figure 1 shows that virtually full hydrolysis of
the specific X-OP25 by anti-IN abzymes of IgG(acid)mix
during 24 h results in two major, one minor, and several
poorly fluorescing OPs. Amino acid sequences of the
hydrolysis products could not be definitely identified by
TLC alone (Fig. 1b) because their mobility on the plate
depended on many factors including the number of amino
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acid residues, relative hydrophobicity, the nature of the
terminal amino acid residues, etc. To identify the major
sites of IgG-dependent proteolysis of X-OP25, the hydrolysis products were analyzed using three methods: RPC
(Fig. 1a), TLC (Fig. 1b), and mass spectrometry (Fig. 1,
c-e). The two major products were 4- and 5-mer OPs, and
a minor product was a 6-mer OP (Fig. 1). Note, that only
tetramers and pentamers were produced immediately after
the beginning of X-OP25 hydrolysis and remained as the
major products up to the full cleavage of the OP. It should
be noted that according to data of RPC (very small peaks
in Fig. 1a) and TLC (very weak spots in Fig. 1b), the final
reaction mixture (FM) contained several X-OPs in very
small amounts (0.5%). Such trace products of hydrolysis
were neglected for further analysis of the results.
Standard MALDI-TOF spectrometry analysis is a
semiquantitative approach and mainly gives information
about molecular weights of analyzed compounds. In some
cases, to identify additionally products of X-OP25 cleavage by mass spectrometry, compounds were analyzed that
corresponded to different spots obtained by TLC. The
relative contents of X-OPs with different length in the
final reaction mixture (FM) were assessed taking into
account the ratio of relative fluorescence of the corresponding spots after the TLC (Fig. 1b): 4-mer OP > 5mer OP  6-mer OP > all poorly visible unidentified
products (Table 1).

Table 1. Results of analysis of molecular weights and relative amounts of fluorescing OPs produced after incubation of
X-OP25 with anti-IN abzymes of IgG(acid)mix from the data of RPC, TLC, and MALDI mass spectrometry (Fig. 1)
OP, number
of amino acid
residues

Cleavage sites
in X-OP25 (X-OPs
detected by mass
spectrometry in reaction mixture and in
peaks after RPC)

Molecular weight, Da
(ratio weight/charge of the H+-form)
calculated

experimental

Peaks after
RPC
(Fig. 1a)

Spot number after
TLC
(Fig. 1b)

Relative content
after extensive
hydrolysis of XOP25*, % (Fig. 1a)

0

free fluorescence X**

417.0

417.2

–

FM

~1.0 ± 0.3

4

X-AQGT

775.13

775.2

1(2.3)***

1.3; FM§

60 ± 7**

5

X-AQGTL

888.29

888.4

3

3, FM

28 ± 3

6

X-AQGTLS

975.36

975.5

1(2); FM

FM

8±2

Other OPs

length of some
minor OPs
not determined

–

–

–

FM

~3 ± 1

25

initial X-OP25

3081.84

3082.0

–

–

~0

* The total amount of hydrolysis products is taken as 100%; each value is calculated as the mean from data of three TLC experiments.
** The initial X-OP25 contained the fluorescent label X.
*** Numbers of peaks containing the major part of the product are given in bold, and numbers of peaks containing the same OP as the minor product are in parentheses.
§
The same products of X-OP25 hydrolysis in peaks after RPC (Fig. 1a) were revealed not only by MALDI mass spectrometry but also by TLC
(Fig. 1b). FM indicates the presence of a fluorescent peak of this product in the combined final reaction mixture analyzed by TLC (Fig. 1b) and
peaks of RPC (Fig. 1a).
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Fig. 2. RPC profile of products of extensive hydrolysis (24 h) of X-OP25 by anti-IN abzymes of the IgG(salt)mix fraction (a) and analysis of XOP25 hydrolysis products corresponding to RPC peaks (a) by TLC (b) and mass spectrometry (c-e). b) Numbers of lanes on TLC plate correspond to numbers of the RPC peaks (a). Lanes: FM) final reaction mixture; K1, K2) X-OP25 incubated in the absence of ABs and before
the incubation, respectively; K3) free fluorescent label X. c-e) MALDI spectra of: c) peak 2 (a) products; d) OPs eluted in the two major and
some minor peaks between peaks 4 and 7 (a); e) peptides of the final reaction mixture before its separation into fractions.
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It was reasonable to suppose that abzymes eluted
from IN-Sepharose by NaCl solution and acidic buffer
may possess different specificity during X-OP25 hydrolysis. Therefore, products of X-OP25 hydrolysis by
IgG(salt)mix preparations were analyzed additionally. In the
RPC profile, seven major and seven very small peaks of
fluorescent products of the X-OP25 hydrolysis were
revealed (Fig. 2a).
Products of all peaks resulting from RPC were analyzed using TLC (Fig. 2b) and mass spectrometry (e.g. Figs.
2c and 2d). The TLC revealed that some peaks after the
RPC contained a number of hydrolysis products. This indicated that some individual products of the X-OP25 hydrolysis could be eluted from the sorbent by different concentrations of acetonitrile. The reaction mixture contained
Tris-HCl and trifluoroacetic acid, which could interact
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with positively and negatively charged amino acid residues
of the X-OP25 hydrolysis products. Moreover, some products of OPs could produce interpeptide complexes. The
generation of numerous products of X-OP25 hydrolysis led
to elution of the same products by different concentrations
of acetonitrile. Products of X-OP25 hydrolysis were identified using three different approaches: RPC, TLC, and
MALDI mass spectrometry. Relative contents of X-OP
with different length in the final reaction mixture were evaluated taking into account the ratio of relative fluorescence
of the corresponding spots after TLC (Fig. 2b): 5-mer OP >
4-mer OP > 6-mer OP  7-mer OP ≈ 8-mer OP ≈ 9-mer
OP  21-mer OP  18-mer OP ≈ X  2-mer OP (Table 2).
The immune system produced initially IgM and later
IgG [1]. It might be that IgM and IgG would have different substrate specificities. At first we analyzed products of

Table 2. Molecular weights and relative quantities of fluorescent OPs produced after incubation of X-OP25 with antiIN abzymes of IgG(salt)mix from the data of RPC, TLC, and MALDI mass spectrometry (Fig. 2)
OP,
number
of amino
acid
residues

Cleavage sites in X-OP25
(OPs detected by mass
spectrometry in reaction
mixture and in peaks
after RPC)

Molecular weight, Da
(ratio weight/charge of the H+-form)

calculated

experimental

Peaks after
RPC
(Fig. 2a)

Spot number after
TLC
(Fig. 2b)

0

X**

417.0

417.2

1

FM

2

X-AQ

616.97

617.0

1

1, FM

4

X-AQGT

775.13

775.2

1(2)***

1(2), FM§

5

X-AQGTL

888.29

888.4

4

4, FM

6

X-AQGTLS

975.36

975.5

3(7)

3(7), FM

7

X-AQGTLSK

1104.54

1104.6

3

FM

8

X-AQGTLSKI

1217.7

1218.0

7(8)t

7, FM

9

X-AQGTLSKIF

1364.87

1364.7

2(3)

2(3, 4), FM§

10

X-AQGTLSKIFK

1494.05

1494.2

5(6)t

–

11

X-AQGTLSKIFKL

1607.21

1607.4

5(6)t

–

18

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRS

2323.94

2324.0

5(6)t

5, 6, FM

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSP

2565.18

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSPMARR

3081.84

Relative content
after extensive
hydrolysis
of X-OP25*, %
(Fig. 2a)

1.3 ± 0.5
0.7 ± 0.4
15.0 ± 3.0
21.0 ± 4.0
12.0 ± 3.0
8.0 ± 2.0
8.0 ± 3.0
7.0 ± 2.0
<0.5
<0.5

21
25

3.5 ± 1.0
2565.5

5(6)t

5(6), FM
5.5 ± 1.0

3082.0

5(6)t

5(6), FM
19.0 ± 4.0

* Total amount of hydrolysis product is taken as 100%; each value is calculated as the mean of data of three TLC experiments.
** The initial X-OP25 contained the fluorescent label X.
*** Numbers of peaks containing the major part of the product are given in bold, and numbers of peaks containing the same OP as the minor product are in parentheses.
§
The same products of X-OP25 hydrolysis in peaks after RPC (Fig. 2a) were revealed not only by MALDI mass spectrometry but also by TLC
(Fig. 2b). FM indicates the presence of fluorescing peak of this product in the combined final reaction mixture analyzed by TLC (Fig. 2b) and
peaks of RPC (Fig. 2a).
t
All major and minor peaks between the fourth and seventh including the fifth and sixth peaks (Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 3. RPC profile of products of the X-OP25 extensive hydrolysis by anti-IN abzymes of the IgM(acid)mix fraction (a) and analysis of X-OP25
hydrolysis products corresponding to RPC peaks (a) by TLC (b) and mass spectrometry (c-e). b) Numbers of lanes in the TLC plate correspond to numbers of the RPC peaks (a). Lanes: FM) final reaction mixture; K1, K2) X-OP25 incubated in the absence of ABs and before the
incubation, respectively; K3) X-OP25 incubated with IgG from healthy donor. c-e) MALDI mass spectrometry spectra of: c, d) products of
peaks 4 and 6 (a); e) peptides of final reaction mixture before its separation into fractions.
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Table 3. Results of analysis of molecular weights and relative amounts of fluorescing OPs produced after incubation of
X-OP25 with anti-IN abzymes of IgM(acid)mix from the data of RPC, TLC, and MALDI mass spectrometry (Fig. 3)
OP,
number
of amino
acid
residues

Cleavage sites in X-OP25
(OPs revealed by mass
spectrometry in reaction
mixture and in peaks
after RPC)

Molecular weight, Da
(ratio weight/charge of the H+-form)

calculated

experimental

Peaks after
RPC
(Fig. 3a)

Spot
number
after TLC
(Fig. 3b)

Relative content
after extensive
hydrolysis
of X-OP25*, %
(Fig. 3a)

0.9 ± 0.2

0

X**

417.0

417.2

–

FM

2

X-AQ

616.97

617.0

1

1, FM

1.1 ± 0.2
§

4

X-AQGT

775.13

775.2

1(9)***

1(9), FM

15.1 ± 3.0

5

X-AQGTL

888.29

888.4

4(5)t

4(5), FMt

14.2 ± 2.5

6

X-AQGTLS

975.36

975.5

3(4)

3(4), FM

12.6 ± 1.5

7

X-AQGTLSK

1104.54

1104.6

4

4, FM

7.3 ± 0.6

8

X-AQGTLSKI

1217.7

1218.0

4(5, 6)

4(5, 6), FM

9.2 ± 1.5

9

X-AQGTLSKIF

1364.87

1364.7

6

6, FM

7.8 ± 1.3

10

X-AQGTLSKIFK

1494.05

1494.2

2

2, FM

1.0 ± 0.2

11

X-AQGTLSKIFKL

1607.21

1607.4

3

3, FM

2.1 ± 0.4

12

X-AQGTLSKIFKLG

1664.26

1664.5

4(5)

4(5), FM

3.0 ± 0.7

18

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRS

2323.94

2324.0

7, 8(6)

7, 8(6), FM

7.8 ± 1.4

21

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSP

2565.18

2565.5

7(6)

7(6), FM

3.0 ± 0.6

25

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSPMARR

3081.84

3082.0

7(6, 8)

7(6, 8), FM

15.0 ± 3.0

* The total amount of hydrolysis product is taken as 100%; each value is calculated as the mean from data of three TLC experiments.
** The initial X-OP25 contained the fluorescent label X.
*** Numbers of peaks containing the major part of the product are printed in bold, and numbers of peaks containing the same OPs as the minor
product are in parentheses.
§
The same products of X-OP25 hydrolysis in peaks after RPC (Fig. 3a) were revealed not only by MALDI mass spectrometry, but also by TLC
(Fig. 3b). FM indicates the presence of a fluorescent peak of this product in the combined final reaction mixture analyzed by TLC (Fig. 3b) and
in peaks of RPC (Fig. 3a).
t
All major and minor peaks between the fourth and seventh including the fifth and sixth peaks (Fig. 3a).

X-OP25 hydrolysis by the IgM(acid)mix preparation eluted
from IN-Sepharose by 3 M NaCl (Fig. 3 and Table 3) as
described above for IgG preparations. The relative contents of the X-OP hydrolysis products were evaluated: 4mer OP  5-mer OP  6-mer OP  8-mer OP  9-mer
OP ≈ 18-mer OP  7-mer OP  12-mer OP ≈ 21-mer
OP ≈ 11-mer OP ≈ 10-mer OP ≈ 2-mer OP ≈ X (Table 3).
Then products of X-OP25 hydrolysis by IgM(salt)mix
preparation were assessed (Fig. 4 and Table 4). The relative contents of the X-OP25 hydrolysis products
decreased in the order: 5-mer OP ≈ 4-mer OP  6-mer
OP  7-mer OP  8-mer OP  21-mer OP  9-mer OP 
10-mer OP  18-mer OP ≈ 1-mer OP ≈ 11-mer OP ≈ 2mer OP ≈ X (Table 4).
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015

These data confirmed that specific fractions of IgG
and IgM with different affinity for IN could contain
abzymes with different efficiency in hydrolysis of
oligopeptides at their different cleavage sites.

DISCUSSION
Recently, it was shown that anti-MBP IgG and IgM
from blood of patients with MS [24-26] and SLE [29, 30]
effectively hydrolyzed only globular MBP, whereas antiIN IgG and IgM from blood of HIV-infected patients
effectively hydrolyzed only intact globular IN [17-20].
These abzymes did not cleave other studied globular pro-
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Fig. 4. RPC profile of products of X-OP25 extensive hydrolysis by anti-IN abzymes of the IgM(salt)mix fraction (a) and analysis of the X-OP25
hydrolysis products corresponding to RPC peaks (a) by TLC (b) and mass spectrometry (c-e). b) Numbers of lanes in the TLC plate correspond to numbers of the RPC peaks (a). Lanes: FM) final reaction mixture; K1, K2) X-OP25 incubated in the absence of ABs and before
the incubation, respectively; K3) free fluorescent label X. c-e) MALDI mass spectrometry spectra of: c) peak 1 (a) products are presented in
relative units (RU); d) OP peak 6 (a); e) peptides of the final reaction mixture before its separation into fractions. In total, the cleavage sites
of X-OP25 and X-OP21 by ABs against MBP and IN are grouped into two clusters (Fig. 5) highly homologous with in-OP1 and in-OP2
(Fig. 7).
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Table 4. Results of analysis of molecular weights and relative amounts of fluorescent OPs produced after incubation of
X-OP25 with anti-IN abzymes of IgM(salt)mix from the data of RPC, TLC, and MALDI mass spectrometry (Fig. 4)
OP,
number
of amino
acid
residues

Cleavage sites in X-OP25
(OPs revealed by mass
spectrometry in reaction
mixture and in peaks
after RPC)

Molecular weight, Da
(ratio weight/charge of the H+-form)

calculated

experimental

Peaks after
RPC
(Fig. 4a)

Spot
number
after TLC
(Fig. 4b)

Relative content
after extensive
hydrolysis
of X-OP25*, %
(Fig. 4a)

0

X**

775.13

775.2

–

FM

0.4 ± 0.2

1

X-A

488.84

489.0

3

3, FM

0.9 ± 0.4

2

X-AQ

775.13

775.2

3

3, FM

0.4 ± 0.2

4

X-AQGT

775.13

775.2

1(2)***

1(2), FM§

17.3 ± 3.6

5

X-AQGTL

888.29

888.4

3

3, FM

19.4 ± 4.0

6

X-AQGTLS

975.36

975.5

7(2, 3)

7(2, 3), FM

18.6 ± 3.4

7

X-AQGTLSK

1104.54

1104.6

FM§

FM

8.5 ± 1.6

8

X-AQGTLSKI

1217.7

1218.0

5(4, 6)

5(4, 6), FM

7.9 ± 1.4

9

X-AQGTLSKIF

1364.87

1364.7

2(6)

2(6), FM

4.0 ± 0.8

10

X-AQGTLSKIFK

1494.05

1494.2

FM

FM

1.6 ± 0.4

11

X-AQGTLSKIFKL

1607.21

1607.4

FM

FM

0.6 ± 0.2

18

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRS

2323.94

2324.0

6(4, 5)

6(4, 5), FM

0.9 ± 0.3

21

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSP

2565.18

2565.5

6

6, FM

6.8 ± 1.2

25

X-AQGTLSKIFKLGGRDSRSGSPMARR

3081.84

3082.0

6(4, 5)

6(4, 5), FM

12.7 ± 2.5

* The total amount of hydrolysis product is taken as 100%; each value is calculated as the mean of data of three TLC experiments.
** The initial X-OP25 contained the fluorescent label X.
*** Numbers of peaks containing the major part of the product are printed bold, and numbers of peaks containing the same OPs as the minor product are in parentheses.
§
The same products of X-OP25 hydrolysis in the peaks after RPC (Fig. 4a) were revealed not only by MALDI mass spectrometry, but also by TLC
(Fig. 4b). FM indicates the presence of a fluorescent peak of this product in the combined final reaction mixture analyzed by TLC (Fig. 4b) and
in peaks of RPC (Fig. 4a).

teins. IgG and IgM preparations from blood of healthy
donors did not hydrolyze MBP [24-26, 29, 30] or IN [1720]. Sites of MBP cleavage by MS and SLE abzymes [27,
29-32] similarly to sites of IN hydrolysis by antibodies of
HIV-infected patients [19] determined by mass spectrometry were localized, respectively, in four and seven
known immunodominant sequences of MBP and IN.
Note that for identification of MBP hydrolysis sites,
only large peptides were initially used that were produced
as a result of AB-dependent hydrolysis of intact globular
MBP within a short time of incubation (Fig. 5c) [27]. Six
major sites of cleavage were detected in four immunogenic sequences of MBP. However, we found that longterm incubation (48-72 h) of MBP with ABs from blood
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015

of patients with MS and SLE, especially with abzymes
possessing high proteolytic activity, resulted in production of short and very short protein fragments [29, 30].
This situation was observed for anti-IN abzymes from
blood of HIV-infected patients on hydrolysis of viral integrase [19]. That seemed to indicate that the total pool of
different antibodies could contain subfractions of ABs
against one of the proteins, e.g. MBP or IN, and were
unable to hydrolyze specific proteins – antigens and their
fragments with different efficiency, at least, at some sites.
It was shown in some works that nonspecific short
OPs could be substrates of abzymes that on the level of
globular proteins specifically hydrolyzed only globular
protein antigens. Anti-thyroglobulin IgG with a proteo-
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a

Sites of X-OP25 cleavage by anti-IN antibodies of HIV-infected patients

b
Major first cleavage site of OP25 within MBP by anti-MBP antibodies
Sites of X-OP25 cleavage by anti-MBP antibodies

c

Major first cleavage site of OP21 within MBP by anti-MBP antibodies

Sites of X-OP21 cleavage by anti-MBP antibodies

Sites of X-OP21 cleavage by anti-IN IgM and IgC antibodies

Fig. 5. a-c) Cleavage sites of proteins and oligopeptides by trypsin and abzymes. For all sequences, major, moderate, and weak cleavage sites
are shown, respectively, by thick arrows, rhombs, and short arrows. a) Sites of hydrolysis of oligopeptide X-OP25 of MBP by two IgG preparations and by two IgM preparations of abzymes from blood of HIV-infected patients identified by combination of RPC, TLC, and mass spectrometry. Sites of the OP cleavage are clustered in two closely spaced fragments of the sequences. b) Four trypsin cleavage sites of the OP25
sequence within the globular intact MBP and one site of MBP hydrolysis corresponding to the OP25 sequence at the initial moment of MBP
incubation with anti-MBP abzymes from blood of MS and SLE patients; sites of X-OP25 cleavage by anti-MBP abzymes of MS and SLE
patients, and also all sites of the X-OP25 cleavage by anti-IN IgG and IgM abzymes at HIV-infection. c) Sites of the OP21 cleavage by trypsin,
one site of the MBP hydrolysis corresponding to the OP21 sequence at the initial moment of MBP incubation with anti-MBP abzymes from
blood of MS and SLE patients; all sites of the X-OP21 hydrolysis by IgG and IgM anti-MBP antibodies [30], and all sites of the X-OP21
hydrolysis by IgG and IgM anti-IN antibodies from blood of HIV-infected patients [33]. For analyzing the cleavage sites of OP21 and OP25,
IgGmix and IgMmix preparations described in work [33] were used.
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lytic activity efficiently hydrolyzed not only thyroglobulin
but also Pro-Phe-Arg-methylcoumarin amide (MCA) by
the Arg–MCA bond with a significantly lower affinity and
efficiency that thyroglobulin [37]. IgG preparations from
blood of patients with rheumatoid arthritis also could
hydrolyze Pro-Phe-Arg-MCA [38]. Bence-Jones proteins
cleaved a number of different MCA-peptides [39].
It was shown earlier that anti-IN abzymes of HIVinfected patients efficiently (during 0.5-3 h of incubation)
hydrolyzed not only specific OPs corresponding to
immunogenic sequences of the viral IN but also nonspecific tri- and tetrapeptides [19, 20, 34]. Moreover, antiIN abzymes efficiently hydrolyzed 20-25-mer OPs corresponding to immunogenic sequences of RT of HIV [34]
and one 21-mer OP corresponding to one of the immunodominant sequences of human MBP [33]. It should be
emphasized that anti-MBP abzymes from blood of MS
and SLE patients were unable to hydrolyze efficiently
nonspecific tri- and tetrapeptides as well as 20-25-mer
OPs corresponding to RT and IN of the immunodeficiency virus; noticeable hydrolysis could be observed only
after incubation for 4-6 days [30, 31]. In the present work,
we tried to analyze possible reasons of significant differences in the hydrolysis of globular proteins and relatively
short and long specific and nonspecific oligopeptides by
specific antibodies against different proteins.
The efficient hydrolysis of X-OP25 by anti-IN
abzymes could be, in particular, due to a high homology
between the sequences efficiently cleaved by anti-IN and
anti-MBP abzymes. Therefore, it was interesting to analyze possible differences in X-OP25 cleavage sites by antiMBP and anti-IN abzymes as well as possible homology
of sequences of oligopeptides cleaved by anti-MBP and
anti-IN abzymes between themselves and with full
sequences of MBP and IN.
Figure 5a presents summarized data on hydrolysis of
X-OP25 (by cleavage sites) by four preparations of antiIN abzymes. Extensive hydrolysis of this OP by
IgG(acid)mix for 24 h generates two major and one minor
OPs: 4-mer OP > 5-mer OP > 6-mer OP (Table 1). In the
initial period of the hydrolysis, only the 4- and 5-mer OPs
were observed. The same was also observed for IgG(salt)mix
(Fig. 2 and Table 2). However, in the last case there were
additional cleavage products: 7-, 8-, 9-, 18-, and 21-mer
OPs. In the case of IgM(acid)mix and IgM(salt)mix preparations, the number of X-OP25 cleavage sites was higher
than for the IgG(acid)mix and IgG(salt)mix preparations.
IgM(acid)mix hydrolyzed X-OP25 with additional production of 11-, 12-, 18-, and 21-mer X-OPs. In the case of
IgM(salt)mix, no 11- and 12-mer OPs were produced but a
10-mer OP was generated (Fig. 5a and Tables 3 and 4). In
general, all anti-IN abzymes hydrolyzed X-OP25 by nine
clustered sites starting from the 4th (Thr–Leu) and to the
12th (Gly–Gly) amino acid residue of OP25 (Fig. 5b,
lower line). Two more cleavage sites of the OP corresponded to positions 18 and 21 of amino acid residues
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(the bonds Ser–Gly and Ser–Pro, respectively). It should
be noted that only the major products of extensive hydrolysis of X-OP25 were observed also upon incubation for a
short time (1-3 h).
Patterns of the oligopeptide X-OP25 hydrolysis by
trypsin (the cleavage sites were calculated theoretically;
Fig. 5b, first line), by anti-MBP antibodies from blood of
MS patients, and by anti-IN abzymes of HIV-infected
patients, as well as patterns of globular MBP hydrolysis by
anti-MBP antibodies from MS and SLE patients, were
compared (Fig. 5c). One of the cleavage sites of X-OP25
by anti-IN antibodies coincided with one of the five possible cleavage sites of the OP by trypsin (Fig. 5b, first and
fourth lines).
For abzymes of MS patients, the major site of the
AB-dependent cleavage of the OP25 sequence was identified earlier within intact MBP with the corresponding
generation of a 10-mer OP (Fig. 5b, second line) [27].
Anti-MBP antibodies did not hydrolyze X-OP25 at the
trypsinolysis sites or with production of the 10-mer OP
(Fig. 5b, third line). The anti-IN abzymes did not cleave
X-OP25 at three of five trypsin-dependent sites but
hydrolyzed with low efficiency the bonds Lys–Ile and
Lys–Leu with production of the 7- and 10-mer OPs (Fig.
5b).
Some cleavage sites in the first cluster
TLSKIFKLGG of the oligopeptide X-OP25 occurred to
be the same for both anti-MBP abzymes (Fig. 5b, third
line) and anti-IN antibodies (Fig. 5b, fourth line).
Moreover, in both cases the cleavage of the TLS sequence
resulted in production of 4- and 5-mer OPs as the main
products of hydrolysis. However, as discriminated from
anti-MBP antibodies, anti-IN abzymes did not have
cleavage sites in the first cluster of X-OP25 corresponding
to production of 1-, 2-, and 3-mer OPs. In the second
cluster, which corresponded to production of 18- and 20mer products in the case of anti-IN abzymes (Fig. 5b,
fourth line), these products were absent on the OP cleavage by anti-MBP abzymes (third line).
Figure 5c presents the earlier published data on the
X-OP21 hydrolysis by trypsin (line 1), by anti-MBP antibodies from MS and SLE patients (line 2), and also by
anti-IN IgGmix and IgMmix abzymes from HIV-infected
patients (line 3) that were used earlier [33] and in the
present work. Moreover, in Fig. 5c (line 4) data are presented on hydrolysis of X-OP21 by anti-MBP abzymes
from blood of SLE patients [31]. One of two possible
cleavage sites of X-OP21 by trypsin coincided with the
cleavage site of the amino acid sequence of OP21 within
the intact MBP at the early stages of hydrolysis of this
protein by anti-MBP antibodies from blood of MS and
SLE patients (compare lines 1 and 2). Although the
cleavage sites of X-OP25 by anti-MBP antibodies and
anti-IN abzymes were very similar but nevertheless different (Fig. 5b), in the case of X-OP21 they virtually coincided except for one site (Fig. 5b, compare lines 3 and 4).
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Amino acid sequence of human MBP

a

b

Fig. 6. Full amino acid sequences of human MBP and HIV-1 integrase. Fragments of four and seven known immunodominant sequences of
MBP and IN, respectively, are underlined and positions are shown of sequences of the OP25 and OP21 peptides within the full sequence of
MBP (denominations are presented on the figure). a) Data on homology of oligopeptides OP25 (a) and OP21 (b) with different fragments of
HIV integrase sequence; the homology data are presented for six of 10 fragments of the protein sequences. Identical amino acid residues are
shown by asterisks (*) and amino acid residues with similar physicochemical features are shown by colons (:).
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According to the literature, IN of HIV contains
seven immunogenic amino acid sequences (IAS) that
included the residues 5-22 (IAS1), 14-35 (IAS2) [40], 58141 (IAS3), 141-172 (IAS4), 248-264 (IAS5) [41], 208228 (IAS6), and 251-271 (IAS7) [42] (Fig. 6). In the
present work, we analyzed for the first time homologies of
OP25 and OP21 sequences in comparison with that of IN
(Fig. 6).
Both oligopeptides (OP25 and OP21) were 28-40%
homologous to 10 fragments of the full sequence of IN.
Figure 6 presents data only for six of 10 fragments of IN
homologous to OP25 and OP21; some amino acid
residues were fully coincident (indicated by asterisks),
whereas others manifested good correlation in structure
and physicochemical features (indicated by colons). Note
that OP25 and OP21 themselves had noticeable homology − 28.6% (Fig. 7).
As shown in work [34], anti-IN abzymes effectively
cleaved oligopeptides corresponding to cleavage sites of
viral RT by ABs against this protein from blood of HIVinfected patients. Thus, it might be that partial homology
and structural similarity of amino acids of sequences of
different OPs and IN-sequences including antibodydependent cleavage sites can be sufficient for them to
cleave effectively nonspecific OPs by anti-IN abzymes.
According to the literature, MBP contains four
immunogenic amino acid sequences that include residues
11-32 (IAS1), 83-99 (IAS2), 111-129 (IAS3), and 145170 (IAS4) [27] (Fig. 6). It is interesting that 20-mer
oligopeptides in-OP1 and in-OP2 corresponding to
immunogenic sequences of IN containing sites of ABdependent cleavage are also partially homologous (2050%) to some fragments of MBP. Figure 7 shows only
four of seven differently homologous fragments of MBP
and in-OP. Moreover, two 4-mer fragments of in-OP1
and in-OP2 are 50% homologous (Fig. 7).
In total, sites of cleavage of X-OP25 and X-OP21 by
ABs against MBP and IN are grouped in two clusters
(Fig. 5) that are highly homologous to in-OP1 and inOP2 (Fig. 7); the full identity of amino acid residues
varies from 25 to 46.2% (Fig. 7). A similar partial homology (18-50% identity of amino acid residues) was also
observed for some fragments of the MBP sequence and
OPs corresponding to the cleaved sequences of HIV integrase (in-OP1 and in-OP2; Fig. 7). However, from our
standpoint, the question about factors important for
cleavage of foreign OPs by abzymes can be much more
complicated. In addition to the complete identity of
amino acid residues of the sequences, a spatial structure
of oligopeptides that depends not only on a full coincidence of some amino acids but also on the presence in
these sequences of other amino acids with similar physicochemical features can also play an important role. On
taking into account these two factors, likeness of studied
sequences will be much higher. Thus, for the case of 18%
identity (indicated by the asterisk in Fig. 7), considering
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amino acids with similar physicochemical features (indicated by the colon in Fig. 7), the identity of common
physicochemical parameters reaches 71% and for OPs
with 46-50% of identical amino acids the identity of
physicochemical features of these sequences reaches 7588%.
Nevertheless, in the case of abzymes against other
proteins (not IN), partial homology and structural similarity of the sequences can be insufficient for effective
hydrolysis of foreign OPs. Thus, anti-MBP abzymes do
not cleave IN and RT peptides [31, 33, 34]. Therefore, we
suppose that in the presence of some ABs (of the anti-IN
abzyme type) a partial homology and a general similarity
in the structure of the sequences can play an important
role for cleavage of “foreign” peptides and be of no
importance in other cases.
It is interesting why abzymes are very specific to
globular proteins but many of them can efficiently cleave
nonspecific tri- and tetrapeptides [34, 37-39]. Catalytic
centers of proteolytic abzymes are usually located in the
variable part of the light chain, whereas the heavy chain is
responsible for a specific recognition of the antigen and
an increase in the antigen affinity for AB. Thus, using
SDS-electrophoresis (conditions for dissociation in the
presence of dithiothreitol) and a gel containing a polymerized substrate, the active center localization on the
light chains was shown for DNA- and RNA-hydrolyzing
ABs from blood of patients with different autoimmune
[43-45], bacterial, and viral diseases [46, 47], for human
milk [48], and blood of autoimmune mice [49]. Using
SDS electrophoresis under conditions for dissociation
with subsequent analysis of activity of eluates of many gel
fragments, localization of the active center on the light
chains was shown for antibodies hydrolyzing MBP [29],
integrase of HIV-1 [17, 18], oligosaccharides [50], and
ATP [51]. Moreover, monoclonal light chains were shown
to be active in hydrolyzing DNA [52, 53], a vasoactive
neuropeptide [54], prothrombin [55], β-amyloid [56], a
chemokine receptor CCR-5 [57], gp120 protein of HIV1 [58], a peptide of hepatitis C [58], and proteins of
Helicobacter pylori [60]. Intact globular proteins usually
interact with both chains of immunoglobulins and thus
provide for specific recognition of proteins and their
cleavage [1-6]. The affinity of short OPs, including 2025-mer oligopeptides [27, 34, 39, 61, 62] and also short
oligonucleotides [52, 53], for intact abzymes and separate
light chains of antibodies is approximately 100-1000
times lower than for the corresponding globular proteins
and elongated nucleic acids. Consequently, tri- and
tetrapeptides and also the longer OPs (and short oligonucleotides) can interact with the light chain independently
of the heavy chain. Therefore, depending on the amino
acid sequence, hydrolysis of OPs can be less specific or
fully nonspecific. Moreover, in the case of globular proteins hydrolysis sites can be determined by their specific
interaction with the heavy chains. Active centers of the
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Analysis of homology between in-OP1 and in-OP2
as well as between OP21 and OP25

Fig. 7. Data on homology of oligopeptides in-OP1 and in-OP2 with different fragments of the full sequence of human MBP (data are presented on homology for four of seven fragments of the protein sequences), between oligopeptides of IN (in-OP1 and in-OP2) and MBP
(OP21 and OP25) hydrolyzed by abzymes against these proteins, as well as between themselves of in-OP1 – in-OP2 and OP21 – OP25.
Identical amino acids are indicated by asterisks (*) and those with similar physicochemical features by colon (:).
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light chains can hydrolyze globular proteins by the bonds
that occur nearer to these centers due to specific interactions of globular proteins with the heavy chains. This is
confirmed by data on differences in the cleavage sites of
globular proteins and oligopeptides. Figure 5 shows that
the number of cleavage sites of OPs corresponding to
hydrolyzed sequences of globular proteins is much higher
(compare line 2 with lines 3 and 4 (b) and line 2 with line
3 (c)). Note, that in the case of oligopeptides, hydrolysis
by the cleavage sites of globular proteins can even fail to
occur (Fig. 5b; compare line 2 with line 3), or the major
cleavage site in the case of MBP hydrolysis by anti-MBP
antibodies (Fig. 5b, line 2) can be minor on the cleavage
of OP (Fig. 5b, line 4). This suggests that significant differences should exist in the interaction of antibodies with
the same sequences on the level of globular proteins and
oligopeptides. It should be emphasized that abzymes
cleave OPs not at all peptide bonds. However, clustered
positions of the great number of sites of oligopeptide
hydrolysis (Fig. 5) can suggest production of some alternative complexes with the light chains possessing preferred oligopeptide sequences. It is interesting that on the
AB-dependent hydrolysis of OPs, there is no pronounced
specificity that is characteristic for trypsin and chymotrypsin; abzymes are more like elastase, which cleaves
proteins at very different amino acid sequences.
In the presence of the above-described mutual
homology between the cleaved sequences of IN and MBP,
anti-IN abzymes effectively cleave OPs corresponding to
MBP, whereas anti-MBP antibodies are virtually inactive
with respect to IN oligopeptides. However, the affinities
of the same short OPs for anti-IN and for anti-MBP
abzymes are comparable [20, 31-34]. Thus, it might be
that similarly to the case of classical enzymes [63, 64],
when affinities of different ligands for active centers are
similar, the efficiency of the mutual conformational
adaptation stage of the ligand and abzyme can be essential in catalysis by antibodies. It seems that upon binding
with the light chain only those short OPs capable of
changing their conformation up to optimal for catalysis
can be efficiently cleaved.
It was said above that 40 cleavage sites of IN were
revealed in seven known immunodominant sequences of
IN [19]. Note that each individual preparation of ABs
from HIV-infected patients had a specific ratio of hydrolysis sites within different immunodominant sequences,
whereas some preparations of antibodies hydrolyzed IN
only in a limited number of sites [19]. Figure 8 exemplifies the difference in the cleavage sites of IN for three
individual preparations of anti-IN abzymes. These preparations were analyzed earlier in work [19] and used in the
present work for obtaining IgGmix. One can see that IgG1,
IgG6, and IgG7 cleave IN at 35, 28, and 6 sites, some of
which are inherent only in some of these preparations of
abzymes. A similar situation can also occur for ABs
against other proteins, and it seems that specific features
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of abzymes against the same protein can depend on the
disease. Thus, polyclonal anti-MBP abzymes from blood
of MS patients were mainly serine proteases because the
activity of 12 preparations was more effectively suppressed after their incubation with PMSF (on average, by
84.5 ± 10.5%) but not with EDTA (on average, by 15.8 ±
3.5%) [29]. However, a pool of 12 preparations of ABs
from blood of SLE patients mainly contained abzymes
with metal-dependent protease activity; EDTA suppressed their activity, on average, by 76.3 ± 11.7% and
PMSF only by 20.9 ± 14.0% [29]. Therefore, it was not a
surprise when four preparations of IgGmix and IgMmix
from HIV-infected patients with different affinities for
MBP demonstrated noticeable differences in the hydrolysis of X-OP25.
The studied proteolytic abzymes were mainly serine
proteases, and their activity significantly decreased on
incubation with specific inhibitors of serine proteases,
PMSF and/or AEBSF. Such abzymes also included IgG
hydrolyzing a vasoactive intestinal peptide, thyroglobulin, prothrombin, and protein factor VIII from blood of
autoimmune patients [38, 55, 65, 66], casein-hydrolyzing
ABs from human milk and from blood of HIV-infected
patients [67], and IgM hydrolyzing protein gp120 of HIV
from blood of HIV-infected patients [68]. Moreover,
small fractions of IgG and IgM from blood of MS and
SLE patients possessed not only a serine-like activity, but
also a metal-dependent protease activity [24, 25, 29-31].
Anti-IN ABs from blood of HIV-infected patients
are specific abzymes. Specific inhibitors of serine proteases inhibited preparations of IN-hydrolyzing IgG and IgM
only from 20% of HIV-infected proteins, and the activity
was low or completely absent [17, 18]. Thus, AEBSF
inhibited the IgG activity in two of 10 patients by 42 and
49%. The combined pools of IgG and IgM in five patients
of 10 (50%) contained ABs with metal-dependent activity; an addition of EDTA decreased the activity of the corresponding five IgG preparations by 0-98%. The activity
of two of 10 preparations (20%) of IgG was inhibited by
specific inhibitors of acidic proteases by 0-59%. Iodoacetamide, a specific inhibitor of thiol proteases, usually
insignificantly influenced the activity of the abovedescribed proteolytic abzymes, i.e. the inhibition varied
from 3 to 7% ([17, 18] and references in these works).
Therefore, it was quite unexpected that inhibition of the
IN-hydrolyzing activity in 100% of abzymes preparations
from HIV-infected patients varied from 12 to 98% (the
mean value for 10 preparations of IgG was 65.7 ± 20.6%).
Thus, on average, for 10 studied preparations of IgG the
trypsin-like proteolytic activity was not the major one in
the case of anti-IN abzymes and decreased in the order:
thiol > metalloprotease > acidic  serine-like [18]. A similar situation was observed for anti-IN IgM antibodies
[17].
The action of some specific inhibitors of proteases on
IgG and IgM preparations was analyzed in detail in par-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of cleavage sites of HIV integrase (indicated by arrows) under the influence of anti-IN abzymes from blood of three
HIV-infected patients [19].

allel experiments. Thus, the activity of one IgM preparation was significantly inhibited by four specific inhibitors:
46 ± 5% by AEBSF, 88 ± 9% by pepstatin A, 64 ± 4% by
EDTA, and 91 ± 10% by iodoacetamide. In general, as
differentiated from the known proteolytically active
abzymes, the activity of 50-60% of IgG and IgM preparations from blood of HIV-infected patients was suppressed
by inhibitors of serine, acidic, metal-dependent, and thiol
proteases [17, 18]. Thus, this suggests that the immune
system of some HIV-infected patients could induce generation of anti-IN abzymes with complex structure of the
active center, which included amino acid residues typical
for four different types of proteases.
In parallel experiments, we evaluated the relative
decrease in the IN-hydrolyzing activity of IgGmix and
IgMmix used in this work after their incubation with
AEBSF, EDTA, pepstatin A, and iodoacetamide. IgGmix
lost its activity after incubation with any of these
inhibitors, and the loss in the activity was as follows: the
serine-like activity was decreased by 9 ± 0.7%, the acidic
protease activity by 12 ± 0.7%, the metalloprotease activity by 35 ± 2%, and the thiol-dependent activity by 69 ±

4%. The relative percent of inhibition of this IgGmix
preparation by the four inhibitors was in a good agreement with the average values of above-mentioned parameters for the earlier studied 10 individual preparations of
IgG. Similar values of the inhibition by the four specific
inhibitors were obtained in the case of IgMmix: AEBSF
(6 ± 1%), pepstatin A (20 ± 2%), EDTA (44 ± 3%), and
iodoacetamide (80 ± 4%).
Thus, the trypsin-like proteolytic activity was not the
main activity of anti-IN abzymes, and the majority of
individual preparations did not have any such activity [17,
18]. Most likely, anti-IN abzymes can hydrolyze X-OP25
at additional sites in comparison with anti-MBP antibodies due to their activities similar to those of acidic, metaldependent, and especially of thiol proteases; different
monoclonal ABs constituting pools of each HIV-infected
patient can possess different substrate specificity.
In total, the efficient cleavage of specific IN and its
OPs, X-OP25 and X-OP21 oligopeptides of MBP as well
as nonspecific di-, tri-, and tetrapeptides by anti-IN
abzymes from HIV-infected patients can be due to a
combination of a number of factors – partial homology of
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 2 2015
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amino acid sequences and structural similarity of OPs
with some fragments of IN, interaction with these OPs of
only the light chain of abzymes at significantly lower
affinity compared to globular protein, and, probably, a
lower specificity of anti-IN abzymes, which can be due to
manifestation of four different proteolytic activities.
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Biology”, by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
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Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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